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Signing up
We believe CircleSource is pretty intuitive but just in case here are a few hints and tips…..
Many fields in CircleSource
are multi-select. Click on the
field for a list or type ahead
to find matches.

Add New Company

Company Location and
Service Location/s can
be edited in the
Company Profile page

Type ahead to see if
your company is already
listed. If not, click “Add
New Company”.

For larger companies
you could add company
and department e.g.
ABC Human Resources.
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Individual Profile
Core to CircleSource, a rich profile will be key for matching buyers and suppliers….
Load personal avatar and
complete your contact
details. Contact details will
only be visible to those you
have done business (your
‘Inner Circle’)

To edit, simply click
on the area to bring
up current details.

Tasks completed through
CircleSource will show
here. You decide which
tasks are published to the
network and visible to
others.

Associated with more
than one company?
Add them here.
When searching the
marketplace, information in
your personal summary will
also be scanned for
matches.
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Individual Profile

(cont’d…)

Core to CircleSource, a rich profile will be key for matching buyers and suppliers….
If you’re a supplier, tick the
box and load up all of your
areas of expertise (click for
list or type ahead). Buyers
will be searching on these.

Add recent service or supply
engagements to enrich your
profile and let members know
what you’ve been up to.

Suggest new areas of
expertise here if you
can’t find all matches
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Company Profile
Complete your company profile information including logo and address details….

The first user to sign
up under a company
automatically
becomes the
administrator.
Administrators
manage the company
profile.

Load up your company
logo and complete your
company information and
address details (click on
area to edit).

Administrators approve
requests for others to be
linked to that company
and give administrator
rights to others in your
company.
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Marketplace – Suppliers
View all suppliers in the marketplace and refine your search….

As you do more
business through
CircleSource,
these views will
populate.

Click on the supplier
to view their profile

Refine selection
criteria to find the
best supplier match.
Keyword searches
scan all aspects of
the supplier profile.

Hover to view the
full expertise profile
of the supplier.
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Marketplace – Opportunities
When buyers publish tasks to the open marketplace, suppliers can view matches and make offers….
Filter to
opportunities that
match your areas of
expertise

Click on the
opportunity to view
and/or make an offer

Refine selection
criteria to find the
best opportunity
match
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My Activities Dashboard – buyer
Create new activities, view and manage existing from one simple dashboard….

Create new activities
or filter down to
focus on activity
status.

Click on the activity to
view your tasks, offers
received and action
notifications.
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My Activities Dashboard – supplier
Create new activities, view and manage existing tasks from one simple dashboard….

When you receive invitations,
make offers or have offers
accepted, notifications will
appear and you’ll get system
generated emails.

The status of each task
is clearly shown.
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Create an Activity
Activities describe your overall piece of work and can be single or multi-Task (e.g. for an event)….

Fill in the details of your
Activity. You can save as a
draft or create a template
to use for similar future
Activities.

Need help managing your
Activity? Add organisers
from your company who
can then access and help
manage your Activity.

When you’re ready,
create your Activity. Add
Tasks and invite the
suppliers you want to
make an offer.
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Add a Task to your Activity
Add a Task for each Area of Expertise you’re looking for….

Simply click to add a
Task to your Activity.

All Activity level detail is shown
in this view.
If you have multiple Tasks
and/or organisers, you can
start a discussion or add
documents at the Activity level.
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Adding a Task (cont’d)

Select the specific Area of
Expertise you are looking for.
Add deliverables or request
qualifications.
Add documents to provide more
information to prospective
suppliers.

Description, dates and
budget are pre-populated
from your Activity.
Review this detail if you
are adding more than one
Task to your Activity.

Now you can create your Task
and invite suppliers to make an
offer.

You can also save Task drafts or
create templates for future use.
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Adding Documents
Add work briefs or checklists to your Task for prospective suppliers to complete….

Add files from a range of
media or browse your
computer to select files.

You can remove or add files in
this window.
Once you’ve added all the files
you need, upload them to your
Task.
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Inviting suppliers to make an offer
Invite individual suppliers or publish to the market, or both….
Only select and publish if you
want to invite broader groups
from the marketplace.

Invite suggested/trending or from your Inner
Circle (those you have already done business
with through CircleSource)

Suggested suppliers will
be sorted based on skill
match and CircleSource
ranking.
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Making offers
Suppliers receive notifications via email and their dashboard when invited to make an offer….

Open up the Task from your
My Activities dashboard,
review the summary details
and decide whether you want
to make an offer or decline
the invitation.
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Making offers
Confirm the date you
can deliver the Task,
describe and cost your
offer.

You can attach formal quotes
or a detailed Statement Of
Work supporting your offer.
Save as a draft or go ahead and
make your offer.

Provide comments
against each deliverable
(if requested).
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Receiving offers
Buyers receive notifications via email and their dashboard when an offer has been made….
Review offers received and
see how many suppliers have
responded.
You can also add more
suppliers or remove
invitations.
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Reviewing offers
Buyers can accept or decline an offer as well as request a supplier to amend their offer….

Want more detail?
Or the supplier to
revise their offer?

Happy with the offer? Accept it!
Prefer one of the other offers? You
can decline this one and review the
next.

A pop up allows
you to send a
message with your
amendment
request.

If you accept an offer, any other
offers received will automatically be
declined and the supplier notified.
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Manage your Task
Once you accept an offer, you can manage your Task all in the one place….

Compare budget and cost.
At the activity level you’ll
see overall budget and
approved cost of all Tasks
attached to that Activity.

Add documents or
discussions to your Task.
Set visibility to be
organisers, suppliers or
both.
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Documents and discussions
Exchange documents and hold discussions with Task participants as required….

Add a discussion and
select visibility to be
organisers, suppliers or
both.

Click here to browse for
documents on your
network or other media.
Select your visibility
settings and add the
document to the Task.
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Completing buyer Task
Endorsements and comments contribute to supplier rankings in the trusted CircleSource network….

Click here to endorse
your supplier if you were
happy. If not you can
simply skip and complete
the Task.
Click on the bubble to
add a comment for the
supplier.

Click here to share limited
information about your
Task to the market. This
will show in the ‘Circle
Activity’ section.
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Completing supplier Task
Suppliers also have the opportunity to endorse and comment on buyers they’ve worked with….

Leave a comment and
endorse the buyer if you
were happy with the
engagement.
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Completing buyer Activity
Now your Task/s are complete, you can complete and archive the Activity….
You’ll be able to see if you
have any incomplete Task in
the Activity view.
Once you complete your
Activity it’s ready for archive.
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Email: info@circlesource.com
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